Clement Fencing Academy

About CFA
 Clement Fencing Academy was established in 2014 by maître
Christophe Clement from France. Currently over 200 full time
members representing 42 nationalities participate in the sport
of Fencing at CFA. With two strategic locations in Al Waab
and West Bay, CFA is able to reach a broad base of diverse
members.
CFA is affiliated to the French Fencing Federation and
labeled as a French Fencing Club, proof of quality in trainings
and educational programs.
 CFA provides subsidized training for all Qatari nationals and
grooms them to join the Qatar National Fencing team.
Through its partnership with Qatar Fencing Federation (QFF),
CFA hosts frequent cross training programs inviting national
athletes to compete and train with members of the club.
 CFA runs physical education and after-school programs for
1000 school students per year in Doha, aged between 6 and
16 years old.
 CFA supports Qatar National Vision 2030 : Sport, Education &
Health, and strongly acts on 3 QNV’s pillars : Economic,
Human and Social Development.

Christophe Clement
 Christophe has competed on an international level
representing the nation of France. Over his fencing career he
attained numerous medals on the world circuit and
maintained a position in the top 20 in France for 5
consecutive years. He maintains a strong relationship with the
French National Team and structures his programs in
accordance to their training methods. The French Fencing
Federation (FFE) is affiliated with and officially recognizes CFA
as a French fencing academy outside of France.
 Christophe has launched and ran successful fencing
programs in France that reached over 2000 participants. His
hard work and dedication to the support ensure the growth
of his initiatives. Christophe is able to implement proven
methods and systems to grow the sport of Fencing within
Qatar.
 Christophe served as a National Fencing coach for 7 years in
the Qatar Fencing Federation. During that time his athletes
achieved numerous medals for the country of Qatar.

Reach & Target
 In the past year CFA has grown to include over 200 active
members, and 6 staff, representing more than 40 nationalities.
CFA hosted a very successful event on Qatar National Sports
Day with Ooredoo, attracting more than 1500 participants
managed by 14 staffs and gaining media exposure through
all major outlets. In addition to sports day, athletes from CFA
competed in the Schools Olympic Program and won 8
medals including a podium sweep for the preparatory grades
category.
 CFA is building on last year’s success and hopes to broaden
its reach in the coming year. CFA will be targeting over 1000+
new students by providing access to fencing to multiple
schools. A new website has already been launched and
digital marketing along with a structured PR campaign is soon
to follow.

Schools Olympic Program
 Primary (Grades 3-4) - Gold, Bronze, Bronze
 Primary 2 (Grades 5-6) - Gold, Bronze
 Preparatory (Grades 7-9) - Gold, Silver, Bronze
(Podium sweep!)
 Developing Qatari youth and preparing them for
highly competitive fencing and selection with
Qatar Fencing Federation

National Sports Day with
Ooredoo
 Over 1500 participants of all ages
 Most popular event, media exposure through
multiple outlets
 Dress-up photo booth attracted a very large
audience
 Wheelchair fencing has been launched for the
first time in Qatar

Wheelchair Fencing
 With the support of Ooredoo Charity, CFA is now
able to provide a wheelchair fencing training within
their facility.
 This initiative will help children and adults with
physical disabilities develop their competitive spirit
and compete in the sport of fencing.
 CFA is working on a collaboration with the Qatar
Paralympic Committee to foster the sport to the
best of their ability.
 Wheelchair fencing can be practiced by valid
people ; it’s a way of education and social
acceptance.

Women and sport
 In September, CFA will launch dedicated woman
classes based on the association of fencing with
fitness and stretching.
 These programs will be complemented by
offering home trainings opportunities for
developing the sport woman community in
Qatar

 As part of Social Responsibility, CFA needs to
have the support of companies in Qatar to
continue to offer these services at a very
affordable price

Contact Information
Maître Christophe Clement
+974 7751 2469
ClementFencing@outlook.com
www.ClementFencing.com

